
 

Abstract—Emergency case data resources are widely distributed 

and heterogeneous. At the same time, the command of emergency 

field needs the cooperation of multiple departments. Therefore, it 

is urgent to establish an emergency analysis and mining platform, 

realize the sharing and collaboration of emergency data resources 

among multiple departments, and assist emergency command and 

scheduling. According to the actual situation of the current 

emergency, a similarity measure method (TCRD) is proposed to 

solve this problem by adding temporal information to reflect 

information adoption, which integrates user context information 

and temporal information. Firstly, the temporal information of 

historical adoption behavior is expressed as a binary coded 

characteristic matrix, and then the characteristic matrix is 

mapped into a feature vector by using restricted Boltzmann 

machine, and finally added to the similarity measurement formula. 

The improved TCRD method can measure the similarity more 

accurately, and further improve the quality of emergency 

information adoption recommendation results. 
Keywords—Emergency Information Adoption, Filtering 

Recommendation Algorithm, NSGA-II Algorithm, RBM 

method 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE deepening of the exploration in the field of emergency, 

the deep data mining and knowledge discovery of 

emergency cases have increasingly become the focus of 

attention [1-2]. Information adoption is improved in the field of 

emergency[3], a lot of emergency application systems is 

built[4], and a huge auxiliary role in the process of emergency 

response is played. Some important functions of these 

application systems are the sharing, analysis and mining of 

emergency case information resources. 

The emergency case resources of public emergencies are 

rich[5-6]. The information is collected by the emergency 

command departments all over the country, analyzed and 

processed by each emergency command center, and the results 

are used to assist the future emergency command. However, the 

information processing of many emergency departments is still 

basically based on the traditional functions such as adding, 

deleting, modifying and checking, and statistics[7]. The 

intelligent analysis ability of data is very limited, which makes 

the regularity hidden behind the data can not be effectively 

identified, and affects the efficiency and effect of emergency 

resource allocation and emergency business implementation. 

How to effectively realize the in-depth analysis of a large 

number of emergency information data is a great challenge for 

emergency departments. 

The development of the network has promoted the rapid 

dissemination and popularization of information. The massive 

amount of information makes people have more choices when 

they encounter problems, but it also brings great trouble to 

people. In particular, finding the content of concern from a wide 

variety of emergency information is bound to waste a lot of time 

and energy[8]. Facing such a severe problem of information 

overload, how to help users obtain the content they pay 

attention to from a large amount of information has become a 

major challenge. In this context, recommendation system came 

into being as an effective means [9-10]. Among them, 

collaborative filtering algorithm has been widely used because 

it does not need specific domain knowledge, can process 

complex unstructured data, has strong interpretability, is easy 

to implement and has good recommendation effect [11-12]. 

However, the collaborative filtering algorithm also has some 

disadvantages, such as scalability [13]. Generally speaking, the 

response time of users for accessing the recommendation 

system will be relatively long, which will affect the data 

sparsity of real-time recommendation of users[14]. When the 

historical score data is very sparse, the effect of 

recommendation is often unsatisfactory. Cold start [15] is 

impossible to recommend a project to a user because there is no 

historical behavior data of the user or attribute information of 

the project in the system for the first time. 

To solve the above problems, the recommendation system 

inevitably needs to study and overcome some difficulties. By 

improving the similarity measurement formula, this paper 

alleviates the troubles of low precision of similarity calculation 

in the case of sparse data. On the premise of improving the 

accuracy of the recommendation system, the coverage and 

overall recommendation quality can be improved. 
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II. RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM AND RELATED 

TECHNOLOGY 

 

Personalized recommendation system has made rapid 

development since it came into being. Various technologies 

have been put forward one after another, and achieved good 

results in practical application. This section introduces several 

algorithms commonly used in recommendation system in 

detail, and introduces the similarity measurement methods 

commonly used in collaborative filtering algorithm. 

A. Common Recommendation Algorithms 

According to the features of users' previous interactive 

projects, content-based recommendation analyzes users' 

concerns, builds preference tags for them, searches for 

information similar to the selected projects of target users in 

candidate project set, and generates recommendation list. 

The specific process of content-based recommendation 

algorithm is as follows. 

Step 1. Item feature representation: extract the attribute 

features of each item. 

Step 2. Learn the characteristics of users' attention: learn the 

characteristics of users' attention according to the items that 

users have paid attention to in their history. 

Step 3. Generate recommendation list: calculate the 

correlation between user concerns and project features, and 

recommend the most relevant group of projects to users. 

Because the content-based recommendation takes the items 

selected by users' history as reference, the system tends to 

recommend similar items for users, resulting in a single 

recommendation result. 

The specific flow of user based collaborative filtering 

algorithm is as follows. 

Step 1. According to the scoring data, measure the similarity 

between users and find the nearest neighbor set of users. 

Step 2. Forecast the score on the non scored items according 

to the score of the nearest neighbor. 

Step 3. Form a recommendation list. 

Common similarity measurement methods will be introduced 

below. There are two ways to select the neighbor set of target 

users: one is to set a threshold, and those whose similarity is 

greater than the threshold are merged into the neighbor set. 

Another way is to specify the value of K directly, and merge the 

first k users most similar to the target users into the set. 

Both item based and content-based recommendation 

algorithms calculate the similarity between items. The 

difference is that the former uses the user's historical behavior 

information [16], while the latter uses the attribute 

characteristics or content of the project itself to calculate the 

similarity. 

According to the scoring matrix of users and information, 

some methods is used to train the prediction model for the target 

users offline and predict user rating online. The prediction score 

of user u for information C is expressed. 

          (1) 

Among them, represents the set of items scored by user u , 

represents the items in set , i represents the score of user 

u on item , i is between 1 and R, they represent the lowest 

and highest score of user on item respectively. The meaning of 

formula (1) is to predict and score the item c not scored by user 

u. 

The key step is the establishment of model. The common 

methods include decision tree, Bayesian classifier, matrix 

decomposition, graph model and neural network. Matrix 

factorization model [17] is a common technology in model-

based collaborative filtering algorithm, which has been widely 

used because of its excellent performance and versatility. 

Matrix decomposition decomposes the original scoring matrix 

into user and project potential vectors to recommend users more 

accurately. Common matrix factorization algorithms include 

standard [18], biased [19] and matrix factorization based on 

decomposing machine [20]. Collaborative filtering algorithm is 

one of the development trends of recommendation algorithm. 

There are two common methods. One is to directly use the 

nonlinear modeling ability of neural network to simulate the 

interaction between users and projects. The other is to use 

neural network to extract unstructured features such as text and 

image, and then combine with traditional recommendation 

algorithm to generate recommendation information for users. 

B. Common Similarity Measurement Formula 

Similarity measurement is an important part of memory, 

which is related to the accuracy of the nearest neighbor set. 

Taking the calculation of similarity between users as an 

example, the following introduces several common similarity 

measurement methods in recommendation system. 

a.Euclidean distance. 

Suppose that the user's score of items in the recommendation 

system is expressed as an n-dimensional vector, and the score 

of the non scored items is filled with 0. The scoring vectors of 

existing users a and b are and 

, and the similarity of users a and b is 

calculated by Euclidean distance, which is expressed as follows. 

                  (2) 

 

Among them, and represent the score of item i given. 

The value calculated by formula (2) is usually large. In practical 

application, the similarity between users is usually taken in 

[0,1], so formula (2) is normalized as follows. 

                           (3) 

Suppose that in the recommendation system, the feature 

vector of the basic attribute of user u is expressed as 

, where c represents the number of 

attribute features. If the attribute eigenvectors of known users a 
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and b are  and respectively, then 

                (4) 

Among them, and are the i-th dimension attribute 

features of users a and B respectively. 

b.Cosine similarity 

The cosine similarity can calculate the similitude between 

users a and b. Its specific expression is  

         (5) 

where n is the total number of items. 

This method does not consider the influence of the difference 

of user rating scale on the similarity between users. Take the 

emergency information adoption recommendation system as an 

example: the score of user a is relatively strict, and a score of 3 

indicates that he is very concerned about the information, and 

the user's score on all information is low. While user b is used 

to scoring high, scoring all the information he has paid attention 

to above 3 points. Considering the factor of scoring scale, the 

preferences of the two users are actually relatively similar. 

c.Modified cosine similarity 

Measure the similarity between users a and b, and the 

modified cosine similarity can be expressed as 

  (6) 

Among them,  represent the item set scored by users a and 

B at the same time, Ia and Ib represent the item set scored by 

them respectively, and  and  represent the average score of 

items in Ia and Ib respectively. This method makes up for the 

influence of scoring scale by subtracting the average value of 

users' scores. 

d.Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

When calculating the Pearson similarity between items i and 

j, the formula is expressed as 

 (7) 

Where and  respectively represent the average scores, and 

represent the set. 

e.Jaccard coefficient 

   Jaccard coefficient can approximately measure the overlap of 

their preferences, as show in formula (8). 

                           (8) 

The numerator is the number of items scored by both users a 

and b, and the denominator represents the total number. It can 

be seen that the similarity between users only depends on the 

number of common scoring items. The more common items, 

the closer their preferences are. 

The similarity between users is usually affected by many 

factors. In terms of scoring factors, on the one hand, it is the 

user's choice, which is reflected in the scored items. The more 

common scoring items among users, the closer their attention. 

On the other hand, the user's evaluation after selecting an item 

is reflected in the score value of a given item. When measuring 

the similarity between users, we should comprehensively 

consider the impact of these two aspects. The traditional 

similarity measurement either focuses on the scoring value or 

the number of common scoring items of users, and does not 

comprehensively consider the joint effect of the two. 

III.   COLLABORATIVE FILTERING RECOMMENDATION 

ALGORITHM 

A. Similarity Calculation 

In this section, the CRD method is optimized, and the time 

sequence information reflecting the adoption of emergency 

information is considered. A similarity measure method 

(TCRD) is proposed, which integrates user context information 

and time sequence information. The TCRD method is 

represented as follows. 

       (9) 

Where T is the number of temporal features, is the 

difference between user a and user b in the L-dimensional time 

series feature,   is weight coefficient of  and it 

indicates the influence of  on user similarity, The value 

range of each component in vector  is defined as 

. 

B. Temporal Information Representation 

The historical interaction between users and emergency 

information is regarded as time series, and the characteristic 

information of emergency information is expressed in the form 

of binary code. The feature vectors of emergency information 

at each sampling time point are connected in a parallel way, so 

that the user's historical behavior information is expressed in 

the form of a feature matrix composed of 0 and 1. The time 

sequence information includes the user's historical receiving 

information, that is, the adoption type. The change of user 

adoption type implies the change of information emergency 

level in different time periods. 

The dimension of feature vector corresponding to each 

emergency information category is set to 18, which is the total 

number of emergency information categories. In fact, each 

dimension represents an emergency category. If an information 
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belongs to this category, the location is 1. Otherwise, the 

location is 0. In Movielens 1M data set, users score the 

emergency information. Due to the scattered time for users to 

score the information emergency level, it is impossible to select 

n pieces of information that they have adopted by fixing the 

same time interval for all users. In a certain period of time 

selected by people, some users may have adopted n emergency 

information, while most users have adopted more or less than n 

information. The temporal feature matrix constructed by this 

method will be very sparse, which will affect the accurate grasp. 

Therefore, according to the time stamp, we select n information 

recently adopted by each user to construct the temporal 

characteristic matrix of user's historical adoption behavior. For 

the case that the total number of information scored by some 

users is less than N, this paper uses the method of filling the 

information feature vector with 0 in the time interval to make it 

still constitute the feature matrix of N×18. 

C. Time Sequence Features with Restricted Boltzmann 

Machine 

After the selected user's historical emergency information is 

expressed as a temporal feature matrix, the matrix is very 

sparse. If the matrix is directly added to formula (10), the 

feasibility is not high. On the one hand, it will cause too many 

features in the similarity formula and increase the complexity. 

On the other hand, if the historical information is simply 

quantified and added into the formula, it can not reflect time 

sequence information on user similarity. Therefore, it is 

important to find a feature learning method which can not only 

reduce the dimension, but also learn the temporal relationship 

of features. Therefore, the constrained Boltzmann machine 

(BM) is used to construct the time series feature vector. 

It has been widely used in some deep learning methods to 

represent user's feature information in the form of binary 

coding. These methods usually use an embedding layer to 

transform sparse binary coding into dense vector. Similarly, this 

paper also carries on the corresponding processing. After the 

temporal information of user's historical information adoption 

behavior is expressed as a binary coded feature matrix, the 

feature matrix is mapped into a feature vector by the restricted 

BM. We use the restricted BM to map the eigenmatrix to 

eigenvector, which is interpretable. If the binary code is directly 

expressed as a vector, the vector will be very sparse. When it is 

added to the similarity formula, the number of parameters in the 

third term will be too many, which will affect the accuracy of 

similarity calculation. At the same time, when using heuristic 

algorithm to learn weight parameters, it is not conducive to the 

convergence of the results. By unsupervised training, the 

constrained Boltzmann machine represents the underlying 

features as high-order abstract features, which can not only 

achieve the effect of dimension reduction, but also indirectly 

learn the temporal relationship between users and information 

adoption interaction. 

The temporal information of user's historical behavior is 

expressed as a M×N feature Matrix V, which is constructed by 

temporal information representation method.  is the element 

of the i-th column in the l-th row of the matrix V, and its value 

is 0 or 1. The hidden layer h is the eigenvector of the T 

dimension, and  is the jth element of the hidden layer vector. 

The function of the model is 

       (10) 

where  represents the connection weight between node  

and node , and  and  represent the offset term. 

The joint probability distribution of joint configuration is 

expressed by Boltzmann distribution as 

 

             (11) 

Where the denominator represents the normalization factor. 

According to formulas (10) and (11), given the hidden cell 

state, the activation probability of the visible cell is calculated 

as follows. 

       (12) 

Given the visible element, the activation probability of the 

hidden element is calculated as follows 

     (14) 

According to formula (13) and formula (14), the restricted 

Boltzmann machine uses the contrast divergence algorithm for 

training. Generally, the estimation of the model can be obtained 

by running once. Updating the hidden layer with the visible 

layer and updating the visible layer with the hidden layer is 

called one run). Through the continuous iterative solution of the 

above two equations, the temporal feature matrix of the visible 

layer can be transformed into the temporal feature vector of the 

hidden layer, so as to achieve the purpose of dimension 

reduction. In addition, because the construction of timing 

feature matrix is based on the interaction sequence between 

users and projects, the timing vector obtained by training RBM 

can retain the timing characteristics of users' historical behavior 

data to a great extent. 

D. Algorithm Steps 

The difference is that RBM is used to preprocess the 

temporal features before adding the reduced dimension feature 

vector to the similarity measurement formula. 

The specific implementation steps of TCRD based 

collaborative filtering algorithm are as follows. 

The input variables are scoring matrix r, user context 

information matrix Utype, item attribute matrix Itype 

The output variable is the recommendation list H(u) of user 
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Step 1. Processes the matrix r and Itype, and represents the 

historical behavior information of each user as a timing feature 

matrix V in binary coding form according to the timing feature 

construction method. 

Step 2. Uses the restricted Boltzmann machine to reduce the 

dimension of the timing feature matrix V into a T-dimensional 

timing feature vector, and then combines the timing feature 

vectors of each user into a timing feature matrix t. 
Step 3. The user context information matrix Utype. After 

preprocessing, the attributes are expressed into corresponding 

numerical forms to obtain the processed matrix U’type. 

Step 4 the matrix r, U’type and V as the input of formula (10), 

the weight parameters in the formula are solved by NSGA-II 

algorithm. 

Step 5. Substitutes the weight parameters in Step 4 into 

formula (10) to obtain the similarity measurement formula 

TCRD integrating user context information and timing 

information and uses the formula to calculate the similarity. 

Step 6. Calculates the score of user u on the item by using 

formula (8) for the set Uk. 

Step 7. Selects the top h items with the highest prediction 

score. 

In this section, the temporal information of user's historical 

behavior is added based on the CRD method, and a similarity 

measurement method TCRD is proposed, which integrates user 

context information and temporal information. Then, the 

construction method of temporal feature matrix is introduced. 

Then, the temporal feature matrix is mapped to feature vector 

by using restricted Boltzmann machine. Finally, the temporal 

feature matrix is mapped to feature vector by using restricted 

Boltzmann machine, and user context information and temporal 

information are described. 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

In this section, four groups of comparative experiments are 

designed . (1) In order to verify the advantages of RBM method, 

PCA, LLE and RBM dimension reduction methods are tested 

respectively, and the performance of TCRD based collaborative 

filtering (CF) algorithm corresponding to the three methods is 

compared. (2) When RBM is used for characters dimension 

reduction, the quantity of iterations needed for convergence of 

the method is explored, and the corresponding number of 

iterations when the loss function is basically stable is 

determined by observing the corresponding loss function values 

under different iterations. (3) The CF algorithm with RD, CRD 

and TCRD contrasts the CF algorithms with cosine similarity, 

Pearson similarity and weighted similarity measure, 

respectively. (4) By comparing the performance of CF 

algorithms based on RD, CRD and TCRD in different iterations, 

on the one hand, it verifies that the basic Rd method has better 

performance by adding context features and temporal features. 

On the other hand, it verifies the feasibility of the algorithm. 

A. Experiments of Dimension Reduction Algorithms 

In this section, RBM, PCA and LLE are used to reduce the 

dimension of the constructed time series feature matrix, and the 

performance of the corresponding TCRD with CF algorithm is 

compared. 

The user rating time stamp is used as the sampling time, and 

50 emergency information recently scored by users are selected. 

Using the feature representation method, the emergency 

information of each user is represented as a 50×18 time series 

feature matrix. The quantity of nodes in the visible layer of the 

restricted BM is determined by the number of columns of the 

temporal characteristic matrix, that is, the total quantity of 

categories of information is 18. The quantity of nodes in the 

hidden layer is determined by the dimension of the reduced time 

sequence vector, and the number of real-time sequence features. 

The training method is contrast divergence, and the Learning-

Rate is gave to 0.01. 

When NSGA-II algorithm is used to solve the weight 

parameters in formulas (3-1), (3-2) and (4-1), 10 groups of 

weight vectors are randomly initialized, the crossover 

probability is set to 0.8, the mutation probability is set to 0.05, 

and the number of iterations is set to 30. In theory, we don't 

need to specify the value range of the parameters of the 

similarity measurement formula. NSGA-II algorithm can solve 

the optimal value independently. Considering the increase of 

the convergence speed of NSGA-II algorithm, the parameter 

value of the score difference item is set as ,

, , ,

for. The reference value of context information item is

. The reference range of temporal information 

items is . The nearest neighbor is set to 60. 

RBM, PCA and LLE methods can decrease the dimension of 

temporal characters matrix. The performance of TCRD-CF on 

movielens dataset is shown in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1 The performance of TCRD-CF with different 

dimensionality reduction methods on Movielens 

With the improvement of the quantity of temporal characters, 

the performance of TCRD-CF algorithm corresponding to the 

three dimensionality reduction methods is gradually improved 

from the experimental results, and more details are as follows. 

When the number of temporal features reaches 10, the 

algorithm has a disposition to be stable, which explains that the 

10 dimensional feature after dimension reduction is enough to 

represent the original time series information. Too many 

features will promote the complexity of the model and the time 

required to achieve convergence. Compared with RBM, PCA 

and LLE, the performance of RBM is better than the other two, 

and LLE is better than PCA. This is because PCA can save as 

much original information as possible, which is a linear 

dimension reduction method. RBM and LLE both have the 

ability of nonlinear dimension reduction. LLE can make the 

reduced data better maintain the manifold structure of the 

original data. RBM can also use neural nodes to learn the 

relationship between temporal features and simulate the 

interaction between users and temporal information, At the 

same time, it can fit the given input data to the maximum extent. 

B. Experiments of Recommendation Algorithms 

This section of the experiment is to verify the effectiveness 

of RD-CF, CRD-CF and TCRD-CF algorithm and the three 

algorithms are compared with COS-CF, PCC-CF and WS-CF 

algorithm respectively. 

The quantity of hidden layer nodes of the restricted 

Boltzmann machine is set to 10, and the quantity of iterations 

of NSGA-II algorithm is set to 30. The quantity of nearest 

neighbors is set to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 respectively.  

The performance of each recommendation algorithm on 

movielens dataset is shown in Figure 2. The abscissa is the 

quantity of nearest neighbors, and the ordinate is the evaluation 

index. 
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Fig. 2 The performance of different recommendation 

algorithms on Movielens 

The results indicate that the performance of WS-CF, RD-CF, 

CRD-CF and TCRD-CF is better than that of COS-CF and 

PCC-CF under different number of nearest neighbors. Among 

them, TCRD-CF algorithm has the smallest MAE value and the 

highest coverage NDCG@5 and NDCG@10, which shows that 

TCRD-CF algorithm has the best recommendation performance 

among the five recommendation algorithms. The performance 

of different algorithms on the four evaluation indexes tends to 

be stable. When the quantity of nearest neighbors is 60, the four 

indexes are relatively optimal. The four indexes of TCRD-CF 

algorithm are improved by 7%, 4% , 6.5% and 7% by 

contrasting PCC-CF algorithm. This is because the proposed 

algorithm considers more factors affecting user similarity, 

which makes the similarity calculation between users more 

accurate. It shows that the proposed algorithm not only 

improves the accuracy of prediction score, but also improves 

the accuracy of ranking. 

V. DISCUSSION 

By observing the experimental results of WS-CF and RD-CF 

algorithm, we can see that the MAE and NDCG of WS-CF 

algorithm are slightly better, but the coverage is slightly worse. 

This is because WS-CF algorithm uses the single objective 

optimization algorithm and only takes MAE as the objective 

function to find the optimal MAE value. RD-CF algorithm uses 

multi-objective optimization algorithm to find a set of balanced 

solutions between MAE and coverage. In the actual 

recommendation system, more urgent information is 

recommended to users without sacrificing accuracy. This is also 

the reason why the multi-objective optimization algorithm is 

used in this paper.  

By observing the experimental results of WS-CF, CRD-CF 

and TCRD-CF, we can see that CRD-CF and TCRD-CF are 

better than WS-CF in four kinds of performance, which shows 

that it is reasonable and effective to add the user's context 

information and timing information into the similarity 

measurement formula.  

The recommendation system recommends specific 

personalized content for users according to their historical 

behavior. As a leader in recommendation system, collaborative 

filtering algorithm is widely used because it is easy to 

implement, can deal with unstructured data and has more 

accurate recommendation results. One of the key factors 

affecting the memory is the calculation of similarity.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the user similarity measurement method is 

studied. 

(1) Firstly, the background and research significance of 

recommender system are introduced, and the research status at 

home and abroad is analyzed, which lays the foundation for the 

research. At the same time, it introduces the common 

recommendation algorithms and several common similarity 

measurement methods, focusing on the calculation of similarity 

between users. 

(2) A similarity measure (TCRD) with user context 

information and temporal information is proposed. The 

performance of the recommender system is further improved by 

adding temporal information reflecting the change of 

emergency information. In order to learn the interaction 

between users and emergency information, the constrained 

Boltzmann machine is used to map the time series matrix into 

feature vector, which can reduce the dimension. 

(3) Finally, the experimental results indicate that the 

proposed algorithm has lower average absolute error, higher 

coverage and recommendation quality than the CF algorithm 

with traditional similarity measurement method. 

On the basis of the proposed collaborative filtering algorithm 

which integrates user context information and time sequence 

information, aiming at the shortcomings of the existing work, 

combined with the current research hotspots, the future research 

directions are as follows: 

(1) When constructing features, we can try more auxiliary 

information in the future. For example, we can use neural 

network to transform the unstructured data (text and image, 

etc.) when users interact with projects into structured data, and 

then add it to the similarity measurement formula to further 

improve the performance of the algorithm. 

(2) NSGA-II algorithm is not the best heuristic algorithm at 

present. When solving the weight parameters, we can try other 

more advanced algorithms to improve the speed and quality of 

algorithm training. Similarly, we can try a better dimension 

reduction method when processing temporal features. 

(3) In the specific application, according to the different 

emphasis of the recommender system, different optimization 

objectives can be selected, such as RMSE and NDCG. At the 

same time, more than two objective functions can be selected, 

such as RMSE, COV and NDCG, but this will also increase the 

time overhead and complexity of the algorithm. In particular, if 

we only want to enhance a certain performance of the 

recommendation system, we can also use some single objective 

optimization algorithms to solve the parameters. 
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